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based on the coupling effect of contact 
electrification and electrostatic induction, 
has been developed as a new energy har-
vesting technology for the new era – the 
era of internet of things, sensor net-
works, big data, robotics, and artificial 
intelligence.[4–10] So far, various modes of 
TENGs have already been demonstrated 
for harvesting different mechanical ener-
gies from environment, such as vibra-
tion,[11–13] wind,[14,15] water flow,[16,17] 
ocean wave,[18,19] and human motion.[20–22] 
To provide a manageable and regulated 
output for electronic devices, self-charging 
power systems[23–27] have been developed 
by hybridizing TENG and energy storage 
unit, where a rectification circuit is often  
needed because most of the reported 
TENGs exhibit an alternating-current 
(AC) output characteristic. There are also 
attempts to fabricate direct-current triboe-
lectric nanogenerators (DC-TENGs) using 
wheel-belt structure or electric brushes to 
scavenge rotation energy.[28,29] However, 
to meet the demand of versatile appli-
cation scenes ranging from large-scale 

TENG arrays to flexible electronics, a more simple and general 
method for realizing DC-TENGs is required.

Air breakdown phenomenon is usually considered as a 
negative effect in previous research about TENG. For instance, 
abrupt and intermittent output decline in asymmetrical TENGs 
can be caused by air breakdown.[30] How to avoid air breakdown 

The air breakdown phenomenon is generally considered as a negative effect 
in previous research on triboelectric nanogenerators (TENGs), which is 
always accompanied by air ionization. Here, by utilizing the air breakdown 
induced ionized air channel, a direct-current triboelectric nanogenerator 
(DC-TENG) is designed for harvesting contact-separation mechanical 
energy. During working process, the charges first transfer from bottom to 
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the ionized air channel created by air breakdown in the separation process. 
So a unidirectional flow of electrical charges can be observed in the external 
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output through the external circuit can be realized. This working mechanism 
was verified by real-time electrode potential monitoring, photocurrent signal 
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used for directly and continuously charging an energy storage unit and/
or driving electronic devices without using a bridge rectifier. Owing to its 
simplicity in structure, the mechanism is further applied to fabricate the first 
flexible DC-TENG. This research provides a significant fundamental study for 
DC-TENG technology and may expand its application in flexible electronics 
and flexible self-charging power systems.
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1. Introduction

With the increasing energy crisis and related environmental 
issues, searching for renewable energy sources has become 
mandatory for sustainable development of human civiliza-
tion.[1–3] Recently, the triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG), 
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was studied to improve the stability of TENGs. Meanwhile, 
since the air breakdown greatly limits the maximum retain-
able charge density in TENGs, high vacuum (≈10−6 torr) and 
different gas atmospheres were used to enhance the output 
power of TENG by reducing breakdown effect.[31,32]

Herein, by a novel structural design, we found that the air 
breakdown could be utilized for fabricating a DC-TENG with 
simple structure. The working mechanism of the DC-TENG is 
proposed and different experiments are designed to verify it. It 
is observed that the transferred charges via external circuit in 
the first half-cycle could transfer back to the original electrode 
through the ionized air channel caused by air breakdown, so 
that the charges can form a closed loop, and a continuous pul-
sating DC output is observed in the external circuit. Owning to 
its simple structure, we further fabricated a flexible DC-TENG, 
which could greatly expand its application in flexible electronics 
and self-charging power systems.

2. Results and Discussion

The basic structure of the DC-TENG is illustrated in Figure 1a. 
It consists of a top triboelectric aluminum (Al) electrode (noted 
as Al-I), a fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) film adhered 
to a back Al electrode (noted as Al-II), a sponge at the bottom 
as a compression layer, and an Al electrode at the bottom right 
corner (noted as Al-III). The photograph of the DC-TENG with 
an active area of 30 × 30 mm2 is shown in Figure 1b. The DC-
TENG was driven by a linear motor in our experiments. Details 
of the fabrication process and experiment setup are presented 
in the Experimental Section. Figure 1c,d shows transferred 
charges and short-circuit current of the DC-TENG, respec-
tively. As can be seen, both the transferred charges and the 
short-circuit current show evident DC features. The transferred 
charges in a single cycle are about 57 nC, and the peak current 
reaches up to 37 µA. Figure S1 in the Supporting Information 
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Figure 1. Structural design and working mechanism of the DC-TENG. a) Structure of the DC-TENG (not to scale). b) Photograph of the DC-TENG. 
c,d) Transferred charges and short-circuit current of the DC-TENG. e) Output performance comparison of DC-TENG using different triboelectric materials. 
f) Schematic illustrations showing the proposed working principle of the DC-TENG achieved through the ionized air channel caused by air breakdown.
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shows the transferred charges of the DC-TENG in a single 
cycle with different active areas. It reveals that the device with 
larger active area provides higher output performance, while 
keeping similar DC output characteristic. For comparison, the 
output performances of the traditional AC-TENG with the same 
active area were measured. As shown in Figure S2 in the Sup-
porting Information, the transferred charges of the AC-TENG 
in a single cycle is close to that in the DC-TENG. However, the 
short-circuit current shows a much smaller value, which could 
be explained by the shorter contact time in the DC-TENG.[33,34] 
Under the same stimulating conditions, the maximum peak 
output power of the DC-TENG reaches ≈1.83 mW, with corre-
sponding peak current of ≈30 µA under an external load resist-
ance of 2 MΩ (Figure S3, Supporting Information). To further 
investigate the stability of the DC-TENG, periodical pressing 
with a frequency of 2 Hz was applied. As shown in Figure S4 in 
the Supporting Information, the output current only has a little 
decay in continuous operation of 40 000 cycles, confirming the 
superior stability of the DC-TENG. Using other triboelectric 
materials (polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), Kapton, polyethylene 
terephthalate (PET)) to replace FEP, similar output character-
istics can be acquired, indicating that this DC output mode 
can be employed universally. The output performances of the 
DC-TENGs constructed using various triboelectric materials 
are summarized in Figure 1e. Details of output measurements 
using different materials compared with AC-TENG can be seen 
in Figure S5 in the Supporting Information. The output power 
(FEP > PDMS > Kapton > PET) depends on the relative ability 
of a dielectric material to gain electrons when contacting with 
Al, coincident with the well-established tribo-series table.[35,36]

The working mechanism of the DC-TENG in stable working 
state is schematically illustrated in Figure 1f. Before entering 
the stable working state shown in the figure, Al-I and the FEP 
film get into physical contact to create triboelectric charges, 
with the FEP film negatively charged and Al-I positively 
charged according to triboelectric series. In the stable working 
state, the DC-generation process can be divided into four 
stages. In stage i, Al-I is apart from the FEP film, while nega-
tive charges is preserved on the surface of the FEP film and 
positive charges distribute in Al-I and Al-II. When an external 
force is applied onto the DC-TENG, Al-I will first contact with 
the FEP film, then subsequently contact and get short-cir-
cuited with Al-III through compressing the sponge (stage ii). 
By establishing lower potential in Al-I, the negative charges 
on the surface of the FEP film will induce positive charges in 
Al-II to transfer to Al-I through an external load and Al-III until 
the potential difference disappears. While the pressing force is 
removed, the resilience of the sponge will first make Al-I sepa-
rate from Al-III but still contact with the FEP film (stage iii), as 
will cut off the original circuit for positive charges to transfer 
back from Al-I to Al-II. Thus, when separation of Al-I from the 
FEP film establishes a potential difference again, the positive 
charges still remain in Al-I. This would cause rapid increasing 
voltage between Al-I and Al-II in further separation, which will 
induce air breakdown at the side edges of the two electrodes 
where the electric field is more intensive due to the edge effect 
and the absence of FEP coverage.[37,38] Such breakdown induces 
an ionized air channel between these two electrodes, allowing 
the positive charges to transfer back partly to Al-II, as shown 

in stage iv. Then the device will restore to the state depicted in 
stage i. In the whole process, the current in the external circuit 
is unidirectional, namely, DC. As long as the contact-separation 
motion repeats, such pulsed DC can be continuously produced 
in the external circuit, which makes the TENG a DC power 
source for external loads. According to the above mechanism, 
the realization of the DC output relies on two key aspects. First, 
in the separation process, the contact between Al-I and Al-III is 
cut off before the separation of Al-I and the FEP film that can 
cause potential difference. This structural design of the TENG 
ensures the charges cannot return back along the original 
direction. Second, while Al-I is separate from FEP, air break-
down induced by high voltage will happen, in which electrons 
are accelerated by the high electric field to ionize molecules in 
air. Then the ionized air channel is created and positive charges 
can be driven to transfer back from Al-I to Al-II through it. 
Compared with AC-TENG, DC-TENG utilize the ionized air 
channel to produce a continuous pulsed DC output.

To verify the working mechanism of the DC-TENG, we 
monitored the potential of Al-I in typical working cycle to 
speculate the direction of charge transfer. The measurement 
setup for simutaneously measuring the electrode potenital and 
transferred charges is shown in Figure S6 in the Supporting 
Information. Figure 2a shows the real-time testing results of 
the DC-TENG in three typical working cycles. The potential of 
Al-I (blue line) can reflect the amount of reserved charges in 
Al-I. By matching it with the curve of charge transfer in external 
circuit (green line), we can speculate charge transfer events 
at different spots in the TENG. The enlarged view of a single 
cycle is shown in Figure 2b, which can be divided into four seg-
ments according to the potential characteristic of Al-I. These 
four segments will be discussed by combing with the aforemen-
tioned mechanism, and corresponding diagrams are inserted in 
Figure 2b. In segment i, when Al-I is apart from the FEP film, 
the potential of Al-I is about 150 V. The slight positive potential 
can be explained by the existence of a small amount of positive 
charges in Al-I. In the second segment, Al-I contacts with the 
FEP film. It can be seen the potential becomes negative because 
of the eletrostatic induction of negative charges on FEP surface. 
While Al-I further contacts with Al-III, the lower potential on 
Al-I will make positive charges transfer from Al-II (grounded 
in the test) to Al-I via external load and Al-III. Then the poten-
tial of Al-I becomes zero (segment iii). According to the change 
of the Q–t curve, we can see that the charges indeed transfer 
through the external load in this stage. In the last segment, with 
the separation of Al-I, the potential first rises then decreases 
sharply, which should be caused by abrupt charge transfer. 
While the Q–t curve shows no charge transfer via external cir-
cuit in this period, the tranfer most probably happens through 
air breakdown induced ionized air channel between Al-I and 
Al-II, which is also consistent with the abrupt decrease feature. 
When various triboelectric materials (PDMS, Kapton, PET) were 
used to replace FEP, similar potential peaks can be observed, 
illustrating the possible breakdown phenomenon is universal 
among different materials (Figures S7–S9, Supporting Informa-
tion). Simulations of the potential distribution before and after 
the breakdown by COMSOL are presented in Figure 2c.

In our proposed working mechanism of the DC-TENG, air 
breakdown induced ionized air channel holds the key role to 
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realize continuous DC output. To provide a more direct evi-
dence for the air breakdown, photocurrent signals were tested 
using a low-dark-current photoelectric detector, as air break-
down is always accompanied by sparks. For comparison, the 
same test is performed on AC-TENG. Figure 3a-i,b-i shows the 
structural comparison of two different modes. Obvious light 
signals can be observed in Figure 3a-ii for DC-TENG, while no 
light signal has been detected in Figure 3b-ii. The enlarged pho-
tocurrent–time curve shows that largest width of the photocur-
rent peak is about 500 µs (Figure 3a-iii), which accords with the 
duration of the ionized state produced by air breakdown.[39,40] 
Actually, every contact-separation cycle can be divided into 
two parts. For the first part (contact motion), uniform signal 
of charge transfer via external circuit appears for both modes 
of TENG. In the latter part (separation motion), instead of a 
reversed charge transfer signal as the AC-TENG, a photocur-
rent signal can be observed for the DC-TENG, without any 
backward charge transfer. These further prove that, for the DC-
TENG, the charges transfer back through the air breakdown 
induced ionized air channel at the separation process of Al-I 
and the FEP film, unlike the AC-TENG which transfers charges 
back through the original external circuit. With such ionized air 
channel, the DC-TENG can continuously produce DC output 
through external load. Similarly, the photocurrent signals 
can also be detected when using other triboelectric mate-
rials (PDMS, Kapton, PET) to replace FEP (Figures S11–S13, 
Supporting Information).

In order to visually observe the air breakdown process, we 
used a high-speed camera to observe the sparks produced by air 

breakdown. Here, Al-I electrode was replaced by a transparent  
indium tin oxide (ITO) electrode, so the sparks could be directly 
observed above the TENG. Video S1 in the Supporting Informa-
tion shows a full working cycle of the DC-TENG. In the separa-
tion process, the breakdown point can be observed at the bottom 
left edge of Al-II electrode. This is consistent with our proposed 
mechanism that the breakdown induced ionized air channel 
should form between side edges of electrodes where the elec-
tric field is more intensive. By partially wrapping the side edges 
of Al-II electrode, the ionized air channel can be produced at 
specific locations, as shown in Figure 4. First, for comparison,  
we studied the TENG’s working state while Al-II electrode 
was completely wrapped (Figure 4a). This results in the disap-
pearing of previously observed DC features (Figure 4b), where 
charges no longer transfer continuously in single direction and 
voltage does not present any sudden decrease, implying that no 
air breakdown exists. Such state was confirmed by the optical 
images of the high-speed camera as shown in Figure 4c where 
no spark could be observed. Thus in completely wrapped situ-
ation, the air breakdown between electrodes is suppressed. 
Charges will transfer to the ITO electrode and remain there 
without any ionized air channel. Nevertheless, when partially 
wrapped Al-II electrode was used, the real-time testing results 
of electrode potential and transferred charges appeared as 
Figure 2a again, and the TENG recovered to the DC mode. The 
locations of the air breakdown were accurately controlled to 
the unwrapped point, as shown in Figure 4d,e, where sparks 
were captured precisely at the unwrapped point in working 
cycles. This further proves the proposed mechanism, and also 
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Figure 2. Working mechanism verification by real-time electrode potential monitoring. a) Real-time testing of electrode potential of Al-I and transferred 
charges between Al-II and Al-III in three cycles. The measured potential equals the voltage between Al-I and Al-II (grounded). b) Enlarged view of 
cycle-3 with four segments corresponding to the proposed working mechanism. c) Comparison of COMSOL simulation results before i) and after ii) 
the breakdown.
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provides a method to design DC-TENG device with specific air 
breakdown behavior and ionized air channels.

To demonstrate the ability of the TENG as a DC power 
source to power electronics, a total of 160 commercial light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) were used as the external load. The 
LEDs were divided into two groups with green and red light, 
respectively, and were connected to the device with opposite 
polarity (Figure 5a). The aforementioned TENG with an active 
area of 30 × 30 mm2 and FEP as the triboelectric material 
was used. As illustrated in Figure 5b, the 80 green LEDs were 
lighted up by the TENG in contact-separation process, while 
no light emission can be observed from the red LEDs, indi-
cating that the TENG has a DC output. Moreover, when the 
connection direction between the TENG and the LEDs was 
reversed (Figure 5c), only the 80 red LEDs can be lighted up, 
as displayed in Figure 5d. These can be also seen in Video S2 
in the Supporting Information. The results indicate that the 
DC-TENG can be used as an efficient power source for directly 
and continuously driving electronic devices.

More importantly, the produced electric energy by the DC-
TENG can be stored in capacitors or batteries without using 
a rectifier. Figure 5e shows the circuit diagram of directly 
charging a 1 µF capacitor at different frequencies. The voltage 
of the capacitor is measured in Figure 5f, indicating that the 
charging rate is increased with higher working frequencies. 

Compared with the previous charging method with a rectifier, 
the direct charging of an energy storage unit by the DC-TENG 
will largely improve the practicability of the TENG as a constant 
current source for electronics.

Owning to its simple structure, the mechanism can also be 
applied to fabricate flexible DC-TENGs. By simply replacing 
the rigid polymethyl methacrylate with flexible Kapton film, 
a simple structured and fully flexible DC-TENG can be fabri-
cated. In general, many rectifiers will be needed for parallel 
connecting several AC-TENGs to increase the harvested power 
since they are not necessarily synchronized, which causes 
inconvenience in practical use. Here, without worrying about 
such problem, large amounts of flexible DC-TENG units 
can be integrated together to enable high-power energy har-
vesting. Figure 5g presents the structure of a flexible multi-
layered DC-TENG in different views. A 200 µm thick Kapton 
thin film was selected as the substrate due to its flexibility, 
light weight, and proper stiffness. Through the zigzag-shaped 
design, four different DC-TENG units were stacked together 
in vertical direction with spaced intervals. As demonstrated 
in Figure 5h,i, the fabricated flexible multilayered DC-TENG 
shows great flexibility, making it appropriate for using in flex-
ible electronics. The amount of units can be easily controlled 
in this zigzag-shaped DC-TENG. Figure S14a in the Sup-
porting Information shows the circuit diagram of charging a 
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Figure 3. Comparison of DC-TENG and AC-TENG, and air breakdown confirmation. a) Structure of the DC-TENG i), photoelectric current detection of 
the DC-TENG ii), and enlarged view of the photoelectric current iii). The inset shows the photograph of the PC10-6 photoelectric detector. b) Structure 
of the AC-TENG i), no detectable photoelectric current signal in the AC-TENG ii,iii).
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1 µF capacitor using such DC-TENG with multiple units in 
parallel. Without connecting a rectifier, the capacitor can be 
charged successfully and the charging curves are shown in 
Figure S14b in the Supporting Information, which reveals that 
more integrated units will provide larger output charges. The 
flexible DC-TENG can be further integrated with the capac-
itor and electronic devices to form a self-powered system. 
Figure 5j displays that a capacitor of 1000 µF can be charged 
from 0.9 to 1.37 V in about 727 s by a flexible DC-TENG with 
four unit numbers (charging frequency: 5 Hz). They can sus-
tainably drive a calculator to form a self-powered system for 
demonstration.

3. Conclusion

In summary, we report here a novel design of a DC-TENG, 
which can convert the contact-separation mechanical energy 
into DC electricity without using a rectifier. The charges first 
transfer from bottom to top electrode through the external cir-
cuit, then flow back via the air breakdown induced ionized air 
channel. With repeated contact-separation cycles, continuous 
pulsed DC output can be produced in the external circuit. This 
working mechanism by utilizing air breakdown was verified by 
different experiments, including real-time electrode potential 
and transferred charges testing, photocurrent signal detection, 

Figure 4. DC-TENG with a wrapped Al-II electrode. a) Schematic diagram showing TENGs with Al-II electrodes completely wrapped or partially 
wrapped. b) Real-time testing of electrode potential and transferred charges in three cycles when Al-II electrode was completely wrapped. Continuous 
DC output cannot be achieved, and no abrupt charge transfer signal can be observed. c–e) Observation of sparks using a high-speed camera.  
No spark can be observed when Al-II electrode was completely wrapped c). Controlled locations of air breakdown at the bottom d) and left e) side 
unwrapped points.
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and controllable air breakdown observation. Furthermore, 
owing to its simplicity in structure, the mechanism is further 
applied to fabricate the first flexible DC-TENG. This work may 
open up new avenues for further fundamental research and 
experimental development of DC energy harvesting systems 
used in various scenes including large-scale energy harvesting 
and flexible electronics.

4. Experimental Section
Fabrication of the DC-TENG: An Al film (Al-I, 40 × 30 mm2) was 

attached to the center of an acrylic substrate (70 × 50 mm2), acting 
as a triboelectric material and an electrode simultaneously. The other 
triboelectric material, an FEP film, was adhered to a cushioned Al 
film (Al-II) and then onto another acrylic substrate. A piece of sponge 
was placed between Al-II and its corresponding acrylic substrate. The 
FEP film, Al-II, and the sponge were of the same size, 30 × 30 mm2. 

Another Al film (Al-III, 3 × 30 mm2) was attached on the acrylic 
substrate beside the FEP film. The only difference for the fabrication of 
AC-TENG was the removing of Al-III. The thickness of Al and FEP films 
was 50 µm, and the thickness of sponge and acrylic substrate was 
3 mm. Other triboelectric materials (PDMS, Kapton, PET) to replace 
FEP were 100 µm thick.

Characterizations and Measurements: The contact-separation 
process of the DC-TENG was driven by a linear motor (Linmot) for 
electrical measurements, with a pressing force of 9.6 N in the contact 
state, and a separation distance of 10 mm on the release step unless 
otherwise specified. A programmable electrometer (Keithley 6514) 
was used to test the transferred charges and short-circuit current. 
An electrostatic voltmeter (Monroe ME-279) was adopted to detect 
the potential of the top electrode. A low-dark-current photoelectric 
detector (First Sensor PC10-6TO5) was applied to detect the light 
of sparks during air breakdown. A high-speed camera (Photron 
FASTCAM Mini AX) was used to observe the sparks during air 
breakdown. All experiments were performed in the atmosphere, at 
room temperature and humidity of about 40%. The light signal was 
obtained in darkroom.

Figure 5. DC-TENG as a power source for electronics. a) Schematic diagram of the connection between the DC-TENG and the green and red LEDs.  
b) Photograph of the DC-TENG driving the green LEDs. c) Schematic diagram of the reversed connection between the DC-TENG and the green and red 
LEDs. d) Photograph of the red LEDs lighted up by the reversely connected DC-TENG. e) Circuit diagram for the DC-TENG to directly and continuously 
charge a capacitor of 1 µF without a rectifier. f) Measured voltage of a 1 µF capacitor charged by the DC-TENG at different frequencies. g) Zigzag-shaped 
structure of the flexible multilayered DC-TENG with four units (not to scale). h,i) Photographs of the flexible multilayered DC-TENG. j) Charging curve 
of a 1000 µF capacitor charged by the flexible multilayered DC-TENG. The inset shows the photograph of the charged capacitor to power a calculator.
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Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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